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			New appointment scheduling for all locations: Call to speak with someone at 919-572-0000
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		WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING
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										Wonderful. I refer many of my clients to their office and have had nothing but praise for their services.									

																									
																					J.B.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Dr. Lepage and her team are trusted, experienced and dedicated professionals at the top of their field. As a family law attorney, I refer clients to Lepage with the confidence…									

																									
																					J.M.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										As a mother of two children and a divorce attorney, I can give both my personal and professional opinion that Lepage Associates provides excellent services to families throughout the Triangle.…									

																									
																					D.T.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Very professional and experienced psychologists. Through my law practice, I’ve spoken with several individuals who have used the services of Lepage Associates for divorce therapy, family therapy, child therapy and…									

																									
																					R.D.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Clients I have sent to Lepage have provided consistently positive feedback about the service provided. Lepage Psychological and Psychiatric Services is very strong in assisting divorcing families set up parenting…									

																									
																					K.D.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										I am a family law attorney. In child custody litigation the most important considerations are the child’s needs and the ability of a parent to meet those needs. Dr. Lepage…									

																									
																					W.H.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										As a family law attorney, I interact with Lepage and Associates in multiple capacities, such as providing therapy to clients, the other party, and their kids, helping reunify fractured families,…									

																									
																					C.P.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										The clinicians at Lepage are so tuned in to the needs of both adults and children experiencing divorce. They are sensitive, up-to-date on the most recent research about what these…									

																									
																					M.P.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Dr. Lepage and staff are very thorough. They truly dig into family issues during the most unfortunate times like divorce to make every effort to ease pains to everyone. Unfortunately,…									

																									
																					D.N.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Dr. Lepage worked with my family for several months. She provides care with professionalism and sensitivity. I highly recommend her!									

																									
																					L.W.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										My family benefited a number of times from Dr. Lepage’s expert guidance. I found her to be professional, thoughtful, and balanced. I knew her to be highly regarded in the…									

																									
																					Anonymous:
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										I highly recommend the services of Lepage and Associates. All staff members my family worked with were helpful, informative and easily accessible. I would not hesitate to use their services…									

																									
																					M.S.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										I can reliably count on Lepage Psychological Services to delivery top notch care. They are consistently professional, caring, and effective in their treatment. I would highly recommend them to anyone…									

																									
																					J.M.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Professional. Caring. Competent.									

																									
																					T.B.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Lepage and Associates are a caring, skilled, and gifted group of clinicians who have helped so many people in the community. They are led by Dr. Tina Lepage who is…									

																									
																					M.S.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Professional and exceptional mental health care.									

																									
																					T.E.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Their professionalism is top notch and they take sincere interest in the best care of their clients. I highly recommend Lepage Associates.									

																									
																					S.N.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										My husband and I had a great experience with Rae Ann who addressed all of our issues with a kind, empathetic and inquisitive nature. We were able to resolve communication…									

																									
																					A.R.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										I worked with Cheryl Cohen of Lepage on a family matter. Cheryl was very caring for all involved and was great to work with. I valued her input and highly…									

																									
																					D.B.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Fantastic clinical services with expert team of clinicians!									

																									
																					C.B.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										One of the finest practices I’ve encountered. Excellent work!									

																									
																					F.G.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Highly recommended, very diverse staff that can understand and relate to all walks of life. Professional environment and excellent location. Five Stars!									

																									
																					S.S.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										I’m always surprised how supporting and caring they are. I’ve had multiple really positive experiences. Thank you for your help when I really needed it.									

																									
																					J.S.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										The front desk staff are friendly and helpful, and the therapist I see is caring and devoted to her practice.									

																									
																					Anonymous:
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Lepage Associates is an outstanding practice. The quality of their services is top-notch and their integrity is second to none. I highly recommend them!									

																									
																					D.V.
																															
																													

															

													
																																	
										Dr. Lepage has a remarkable staff working alongside her. They all have different specialties and different therapeutic techniques, but they all work together to serve their clients. They offer so…									

																									
																					B.L.
																															
																													

															

											

				

			

			

		


		
		
			
























	
		


MAIN OFFICES DURHAM

(S. DURHAM/RTP AREA)

5842 Fayetteville Road, Suite #106

Durham, NC 27713

(919) 572-0000

(919) 572-9999




DURHAM OFFICE

(S. DURHAM/RTP AREA)

5826 Fayetteville Road, Suite #202

Durham, NC 27713

(919) 572-0000

(919) 572-9999




CHAPEL HILL OFFICE

(SOUTHERN VILLAGE)

102 Market Street #102

Chapel Hill, NC 27516

(919) 648-4087




RALEIGH OFFICE

(NORTH RALEIGH)

185 Wind Chime Court #203

Raleigh, NC 27615

(919) 572-0000









		
			
























	
		
FOUR OFFICES: DURHAM (2) • CHAPEL HILL (1) • RALEIGH (1)

1st Appointment Scheduling for ALL SITES: (919) 572-0000

OPEN: Weekdays-Evenings-Saturdays





CALLING THE OFFICE

At Lepage Associates, you will either reach a receptionist or a doctor when you call, or will get a return call soon after you call. While we are usually in the office, we cannot answer the telephone when we are with a client. When we are unavailable, you will get our private voicemail, so please feel free to leave a detailed message. We typically return calls on the same day you leave a message, or at least within 24 hours, sometimes with the exception of weekends and holidays.



CONTACT US

LEARN MORE




SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT

LEARN MORE




REQUEST A CALL BACK

LEARN MORE
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SCHEDULE
AN APPOINTMENT

Please fill in the information below and we will email you with an appointment date/time.

(We are open 9am-8pm M-F and 9am-5/7pm Saturdays; please feel free to call 919-572-0000 directly during those hours to schedule as well.)


                

                        
							"*" indicates required fields

                        

                        First and Last Name of the Client* 

Date of Birth of the Client* 

Phone*

Email*
                            
                        

Name of Parent 

Choose from the drop down lists in these three service areas to let us know what you need.


You must choose one from each drop down, and can choose None Needed where it applies.

Therapy*Therapy*
Individual Therapy
Couples Therapy
Family Therapy
Reunification Therapy
Co-Parenting Therapy
Other (Please briefly describe)
None Needed



Evaluation*Evaluation*
Psycho-Educational Evaluation (AD/HD, LD, Giftedness, Executive Functioning)
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Evaluation
Kindergarten Readiness Evaluation
Psychological Evaluation (NOT for court)
Adoption Readiness Evaluation
Career Assessment
Immigration Evaluation, Hardship
Immigration Evaluation, Medical Disability Exception (Form N-648)
Forensic Psychological Evaluation (of one person; can be for family, civil  or criminal court)
Custody Evaluation (of whole family; for family court)
Parental Capacity Evaluation (of one person; for family court)
Other (Please briefly describe)
None Needed



Psychiatric Medication*Psychiatric Medication*
Psychiatry for a CHILD (Medication, under age 18)
Psychiatry for an ADULT (Medication, age 18 or older)
None Needed



Other Service/Additional Information*

My preferred location is:*My preferred location is:*
Tele-health (online video chat)
Durham in-office only
Durham in-office preferred, telehealth OK if best fit and availability
Chapel Hill in-office only (located in middle of CH, convenient for all of CH)
Chapel Hill in-office preferred, telehealth OK if best fit and availability
Raleigh in-office only
Raleigh in-office preferred, telehealth OK if best fit and availability
Southern Village in-office only
Southern Village in-office preferred, telehealth OK if best fit and availability



My preferred appointment time isMy preferred appointment time is
Mornings
Afternoons
Evenings
Saturdays



Choose a time to schedule a call back from a Clinical Intake Specialist who can answer your questions, match you to the clinician who would be the best fit for you, and get you scheduled to start.

Choose a time to schedule a call backChoose a time to schedule a call back from a Clinical Intake Specialist.
Early morning 7:30am-9:30am
Late morning 9:30am-noon
Early afternoon Noon-2pm
Late afternoon 2pm-5pm
Saturdays only 7:30am-noon
Saturdays only noon-4pm
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Schedule Appointment or Request a Call Back
























































